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Sciencetrovo is a start-up biotechnology company with the mission to discover and develop safe 

and cost-effective therapeutics to chronic metabolic and liver related diseases. Our vision is to 

improve patient’s life quality and decrease global prevalence of chronic liver diseases. 

Non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) is a chronic liver disease that affects millions of people 

worldwide and for which there are currently no approved therapies. While associated with  

obesity and diabetes it can also be caused by metabolic diseases. As it progresses, the disease 

can lead to significant increased risk of complications, threatening patients’ life. 

The NASH market has generated 1 million US dollars in 2017 and had more than 300 agents in 

clinical trials in 2018. In addition, this market is expected to generate 37 billion US dollars by 

2027. Despite all the investment, currently there is lack of approved effective treatments. 

Sciencetrovo aims to provide a new solution for liver disease treatment by developing antibodies 

designed to activate the function of a specific subset of immune cells. When active, these cells 

promote liver self-regeneration, regardless of disease stage. A key product differentiation factor 

of our antibody to current strategies under clinical trials is the ability to modulate liver self-

repairing and treat liver disease independently of the inflammatory liver stage.  

All our development drug program involves a particular focus on the genetic rare metabolic 

syndrome called Andersen disease, which recapitulates NASH liver biology and complications. 

This will allow us to develop and bring a new product to the market with pediatric orphan drug 

indications, where children patients’ life threatening is most salient and debilitate for their 

families.  

We are currently developing the proof of concept (milestone M1, 1 year) in both NASH and 

Andersen disease mouse models, which will be protected by a PCT patent license. Afterwards, 

we will produce and validate our own antibody (M2, 1 year) and perform pre-clinical trials (M3, 

1 year). Sciencetrovo seeks an investment of 1.9M €. In detail, an investment of 0.4M € for 

achieving M1; and 1M € and 0.5M € for M2 and M3, respectively. As return, our investors will 

be shareholders by having equity in our company. Scientrovo main customers are 

pharmaceutical and drug developers’ companies that will have a great interest in our product 

given the lack of available drugs in the market.  

Sciencetrovo’s team provides a purposive blend of experience and skills to the project. Both co-

founders, I.Coelho and S.Carvalhal, own a PhD in Immunology focused on liver diseases and in 

Life Sciences, respectively. S.Carvalhal has been studying several rare syndromes. A.Cruz is the 

CFO, holds a PhD in Neurobiology and an MBA, and will responsible for managing finances and 

projects. 

We believe that our drug antibody candidate has the potential to become a first-line treatment, 

thus bringing a therapeutic solution to patients with Andersen disease and NASH, who currently 

have no treatment options. 
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